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Our background
1. Experiences from Statistics Sweden
We worked at the Department for Research and
Development 1989 – 2010
We specialized in register statistics – register surveys
2. Experiences from Latin America, LAC
Since 2011 we have worked for IDB and visited
many countries in Latin America and the Caribbean
IDB has a long term project for modernizing the statistical
systems in LAC by using administrative data
Coverage issues is a neglected and difficult area

If you have register data, where 21 % of the records
have completely wrong values on the main variable:
Would you publish statistics based on these data?

If you have register data, where 21 % of the records
have completely wrong values on the main variable:
Would you publish statistics based on these data?

Yes, if the alternative is to use the old census, then
you must try to do something!
=> We must develop methods to improve quality of
our estimates

Our colleagues in LAC face this problem

The problem:
The administrative systems that generate the registers
are not good enough
– updating with new information does not work well

Population Register

A farmer gives up farming
and moves to a city

Farm Register
Land registration

Business Register

All these register populations change – the registers need
frequent updating!

The problem with the Population Registers in LAC:
Birth registration, registration of deaths
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International migration
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Migration within the country
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Statistical registers replace censuses – regional statistics is
important. Migration gives coverage errors for municipalities

Problem: Migration within the country causes over- and
undercoverage in statistics for municipalities
Example: One Swedish municipality:

Population register 2005 = “Registro Civil today” but not updated
Population register 2015 = “The truth today”
We want to test an idea from ISI 2015 with real data:
Calibration of weights in a register
How to estimate the truth today with the badly updated register?

Problem: Migration within the country causes over- and
undercoverage in statistics for municipalities
Solution? There are three methods that should be combined:
1. Improve the administrative system – the national registration
system of persons. This is necessary, but will take years

Example: One country has 4 systems for PIN, id-numbers
for persons, 4 ministries/authorities that do not cooperate!
The id-cards have 4 id-numbers
This will generate coverage problems

Example:
One country has 7 institutions that create population registers:
• Registro Civil, national registration of persons
• Authority for id-cards, have their own register
=> 2 institutions register the population
The Population Register should handle the following
demographic events:
•
•
•
•

Births,
migration within the country
international migration
deaths

Demographic events:
In all,

2 institutions
0 institutions
1 institutions
2 institutions
5 institutions

7 institutions
Double work, inconsistencies, coverage problems

In Latin America: No cooperation,
No exchange of microdata
Double work
Inconsistencies
Coverage problems
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In Sweden: Our ”Registro Civil” creates the national
population register
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All Ministries, national institutes, … that need the Population
Register get access and can use it in their work and add their
variables
When a citizen contacts an institution, on-line check is done, if
errors are found, Registro Civil is informed

Problem: Migration within the country causes over- and
undercoverage in statistics for municipalities
Solution? There are three methods that should be combined:
1. Improve the administrative system – the national registration
system of persons. This is necessary, but will take years
2. Combine the administrative population register with other
sources and create a statistical population register with
better quality (multiple frames in a register context)
3. Develop estimation method where the statistical register is
combined with an area frame based sample survey (dual
frame approach in a register context) Test old idea from ISI 2015

To test the method we need realistic data. We have used Statistics
Sweden’s Population Registers (PR) for 2005 and 2015, all persons
belonging to these registers both years
⇒ Only migration within Sweden (new municipality of residence)
PR2005 = RC today 21 % wrong municipalityPR2015 = Truth today

Estimator 1: Use Registro Civil as it is:

In all: 290 municipalities

Estimator 2: Combine RC and Sisben (dual frame approach)

Estimator 3: Combine Registro Civil and an area sample
(dual frame approach)
Use the area sample to get calibration conditions
The 290 municipalities are grouped into 10 categories, from the most
rural to the most urban, these categories is an auxiliary variable we
hope is strongly correlated with net migration:
Calculate 10 estimates with
the area sample,
Calculate 10 estimates with
Registro Civil:
Population in the 10
categories
Calculate weights
to adjust for under- and overcoverage
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Estimator 4: Combined register Registro Civil + Sisben register
and an area sample (multiple frame approach, 3 frames)
Area sample gives calibration conditions: Auxiliary variable, category

Estimator 5: Combined register Registro Civil + Sisben register
and an area sample (multiple frame approach, 3 frames)
Area sample gives calibration conditions: Auxiliary variables, category and
age, 7 age classes (in all 70 estimates from the sample):

Estimator 5: Combined register Registro Civil Sisben register and
an area sample (multiple frame approach, 3 frames)
Use the area sample to get calibration conditions:
Auxiliary variables, category and age, 7 age classes: From the area
sample we need 70 estimates to be compared with corresponding
estimates from the combined register Registro Civil + Sisben

Statistics Sweden’s production system:
These four registers are perfectly consistent, same populations
and no conflicting variable values and the LFS is rather consistent

An integrated system of surveys
When there are no coverage problems, wi = 1
When there are coverage problems, use wi ≠ 1
Gives coherent estimates

How to implement this method?
• Attitudes:
Quality of microdata ≠ Quality of estimates
• Attitudes:
No tradition on using weights in registers
• Model-based estimation:
Skill is required for building the model (10 categories)
But, you only need to do better than the old census!

